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“We are so proud of all amazing young photographers who took part
in the Picture Me DSI digital photography project – the creative
talents showcased in the publication are simply out of this world.
The project has opened up a new world that has allowed the young
people involved to explore their creativity and see the world through a
new lens.
We are very grateful to the photographer Anna Leask who led the
project in conjunction with our Leitrim West Cavan branch of
Down Syndrome Ireland, with the support of Creative Ireland,
Leitrim County Council and the Dock.
A very special thanks to the talented young photographers who took
part in Picture Me, DSI Niamh McGovern, Seán Prunty,
Dean Gilligan, Jason Hyland, Caelan McGirl, Isobelle Harding,
Aisling Quinn and Conall Keane.”
Barry Sheridan CEO Down Syndrome Ireland
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Introduction

About Picture Me DSI

Working in partnership with the Leitrim/West Cavan branch
of Down Syndrome Ireland (DSI), and with the support
of Creative Ireland and Leitrim County Council, The Dock
developed Picture Me DSI, a photography group for young
people with Down Syndrome from the ages of 10 to 25.
Photography was seen as an ideal artistic format for the
young people to learn to express themselves and begin their
creative journey.

Picture Me DSI is a digital photography project led by artist
Anna Leask that nurtures the artistic talents of children
and young people with an intellectual disability, specifically
members of the Leitrim/West Cavan branch of Down
Syndrome Ireland and their families. It was formed in 2020
and supported by The Dock, Creative Ireland and Leitrim
County Council.

The vision for the project originally involved face-to-face workshops, but
Covid-19 restrictions meant that the participants, with exceptional support
from artist Anna Leask who led the project, had to adapt to online workshops.
This turned out to be a resounding success and was a crucial social and
creative outlet for the young people at a time when most other avenues for
engagement in the community were closed off to them.
Anna Leask worked with the participants and their families through Zoom
meetings, with the support of tutorial documents and videos which she
created. Anna also supported the families with any technical issues they
encountered in engaging online.
As you will see from the pages that follow, the Picture Me DSI project was a
resounding success that produced some excellent photography and provided
social and creative support for these young people in a very challenging time.
We look forward to welcoming the Picture Me DSI members back to The Dock
for future projects and an exhibition to showcase their marvellous work, and
we would like to acknowledge our gratitude to Anna, who is part of the arts
education team at The Dock, for working so supportively with the young
photographers and their families.
Laura Mahon
Visual Arts & Education Manager
The Dock
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Anna Leask is an artist and photographer from Shetland who now lives in Sligo.
She was awarded a graduate residency at The Dock in 2017 and is a member
of The Dock’s arts education team. Anna works as a photographer for local
businesses, galleries and magazines, documenting events and artwork. Her
practice is in digital and film photography, combining old and new practices
in a process known as Cyanotype or sun exposure. Anna enjoys sharing her
photography and art techniques with all age groups by hosting workshops to
teach the basic skills on smart devices and DSLR cameras.
Leitrim/West Cavan Branch of Down Syndrome Ireland is a parent-led support
group for children with Down Syndrome and their families. They advocate and
campaign on behalf of their children. One of the primary functions of the group
is to provide therapies and skills to supplement their children’s development.
They work as a group to seek out opportunities for supporting social and
creative development.
The Dock is a flagship arts centre in the North West of Ireland offering the
best of contemporary art, music and theatre. The Dock has three beautiful
gallery spaces and an intimate performance space. It presents a year-round
programme of visual art, performances, residencies and workshops and is
augmented by arts education and outreach projects that provide people of all
ages and interests opportunities to engage in the contemporary arts. The Dock
is a space for local arts groups and practitioners to meet, create and develop
ideas. Like a library, but for the arts, we provide a space where children can be
curious, question what they see and learn creatively.
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Process
Picture Me DSI ran over two stages from spring through
to winter of 2020 with two groups of young people. It is
happening again in April – June 2021
The first stage of the project introduced the young people to
the main aspects and methods of photography. From this, we
learned how much the project meant to the participants and
their families, so it was extended into another stage to allow
more young people to take part.
Different photography terms and methods of photography, such as macro,
portrait and landscape, were introduced. The two groups of young people
were particularly creatively inspired and fascinated by macro photography,
examining the different forms, composition, depth, lighting and exposure that
can be achieved.
Over the nine months, the budding photographers documented their walks
through the lens – exploring how different light can be depending on the time
of year. As days got shorter in winter, the photographers examined lighting at
home by creating home-made lightboxes to photograph objects.
Abstract photography was used to further examine different textures and
what creates an interesting photo. By using items from around their homes
to obscure the lenses on their smart devices, they were able to create unique
patterns, shapes and effects.
The young photographers used their hands as a subject for a form of portrait
and also looked at family portraits. Lastly, double exposure photographs were
used as a unique way to reflect, process and evaluate the project in a fun
way. This involved incorporating their portrait and layering with their favourite
photos taken during the Picture Me, DSI project.
The young photographers made digital portfolios of the work they created over
the whole of the project to showcase to their families and friends. At a later
date, their work will be available for viewing at The Dock.

“I had to use words that would be understood
but perhaps weren’t in the participants’ dayto-day vocabulary. For example, the word
‘contrast’, as artists we may take this word for
granted, thinking that everyone understands
what we mean, so I had to really think
in a different way to teach. It was really
important for the participants to know and
understand how important these elements were
in their photographs and learn how to use the
photography terms when we did our sharing
Zoom chats after everyone’s homework was
submitted. The classes really did become a
family affair; the photographers were using
their family members as models but also asking
their families to relay information that was
included in the tutorial videos while taking
their photos on location.
Anna Leask
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Introducing the
Photographers
DEAN GILLIGAN

ISOBELLE HARDING

JASON HYLAND

It was fantastic! Macro
workshop was a fantastic start
considering the stage of Covid
restriction we were in. It
was early days of lockdown,
the weather was beautiful and
nature was putting on its
show. I constantly go on walks
now and look closely at so
many things that I would have
quickly passed by and thought
to myself how lovely that is.
But now, I stop, I zoom in, I
snap, and I have something to
look at later.

CONALL KEANE

NIAMH MCGOVERN

CAELAN MCGIRL

Aisling & Paula

SEÁN PRUNTY

AISLING QUINN
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MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY
One of the first disciplines that the group
learned about was macro photography,
getting in really close and capturing
detail in objects and nature that we
struggle to see with the naked eye.
Caelan, who was one of the younger
photographers in the group, did a fantastic job
when he captured these Spanish Lavender plants
in his garden. The detail he captured in this photo
is a great example of how good our smart devices
are for taking macro shots.

You may struggle to hear
my words but looking
through the camera lens
you can learn what
interests me. With my
pictures, we can share
a point of view. So,
see me not as a person
with a disability,
instead picture me as
photographer!
Jason
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LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY
During the online classes it became apparent that
Jason, one of the older photographers in the group,
had a real talent for landscape photography. He
spent many hours out walking and taking photos of
his journeys.
The group used the photography suggestions for successful
compositions using leading lines, the rule of thirds and
experimenting with different exposures to create these terrific
landscape photos with their smart devices.
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LEARNING ABOUT FOCUS AND EXPOSURE
A great way to learn how to focus and expose is to attach a
cardboard tube to the lens of the photographer’s smart device.
Anna sent the group a short video tutorial on how to attach
the cardboard lens and how to use focus and exposure modes
on their devices. The photographers then went out and took
photos and created their own small worlds and points of
interest in each of their photographs.
Conall spent a lot of time considering things around his home to photograph.
He modelled his favourite teddy, and he also turned already existing pictures
into alternative pictures, which worked really well.
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PORTRAITURE USING HANDS
Portraiture can be a difficult discipline to learn because the
photographers need ready and willing models. The group had
to learn how to communicate, direct and pose their subjects as
well as taking the photos.
The logo for Down Syndrome Ireland is two hands meeting, so we used hands to
create portraits in the second round of Picture Me, DSI. Hands can tell as much
about a person as a face, and it’s much easier to ask friends or family to model
their hands instead of their faces.
Dean did an absolutely fantastic job taking this photo of his mother (bottom
right). The composition is fantastic, and his focus and exposure are perfect. This
photo feels like it encompasses the frustration of how we all felt during the
pandemic.
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SNAPSEED EDITING
The photographers were sent a tutorial
on how to edit their photos, using
the same devices they took their
photographs with, by using a free app
called Snapseed. They learned the
basics in cropping, tuning their images,
using lens blur, the healing tool and
even double exposure – you can see
examples of this in their portrait photos.
Aisling was always encouraging to the other
photographers in the group when commenting
on their photographs. Her use of photography
language progressed really well during the Zoom
meetings when she explained to the group how she
took and edited her photographs. Aisling used an
iPad to take most of her photos and became a real
expert in editing on Snapseed, using all the tools
and creating beautiful, eye-catching images.
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I just wanted to say a massive
thank you for everything you
have done. The whole project
from the get-go has been
amazing and given us a new
hobby (walks take longer cause
there is always a pic to be
taken). We have all learnt so
much. Words just cannot explain
how grateful we are for your
expertise; you were amazing
with our group. Thank you.
Séan and Marie
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ABSTRACT PHOTOGRAPHY
Using tools from home to obscure
the lenses on their smart devices, the
group were asked to explore the idea of
taking abstract photos from around their
homes or on their walks.
Niamh had a real flair for this discipline and found
beauty in everyday objects and the nature that
surrounds us. The abstract photography class
gave the photographers an opportunity to look
closely around their environment and consider
everything as a potential photo. The exercise
helped the photographers concentrate on their
focusing skills and see patterns within their
compositions – resulting in some truly unusual and
thought-provoking images.
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CREATING EXTRA LIGHT
There were two different tutorials in using light to
enhance your subject. They used their own light
reflectors and made their own lightboxes and used
the flash on their devices to brighten their subjects.
Isobelle photographed her light reflector and used her reflector to
create beautifully lit portraits of items that were important to her,
her teddy and her doll.
Séan, our youngest photographer, was able to achieve really
great quality images using his lightbox, with perfect lighting,
focus and exposure, to showcase items he owned and wanted to
share with the group.
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PHOTOGRAPHY IN
DAY-TO-DAY LIFE
With all the skills learned through the two stages
from March to December in 2020, there were so
many fantastic photos taken by the Picture Me,
DSI photographers. We’ll finish off by showing a
variety of their amazing photos.

Anna was so natural on Zoom and her
interaction with us was excellent. It
was all very visual, so perfect for
Isobelle and me! Anna was perfect, and
we would love to work with her again.
We learnt so much and are eager to learn
more, thanks to Anna.
Isobelle and Michelle
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Thanks to all Picture Me DSI’s
amazing photographers.

I enjoyed the photography course. We learned a
lot of ways to take the best picture and how to
enhance our pictures. Some were challenging, for
example, holding the light reflector and taking
the picture. It came at a perfect time. When we
were all restricted to our own areas, it gave us
something to look forward to each week. Seeing
friends and knowing they were all doing well and
keeping safe from Covid-19 made me feel good.
Jason
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A very special thanks to the young photographers who took part in Picture Me, DSI:
Niamh McGovern, Seán Prunty, Dean Gilligan, Jason Hyland, Caelan McGirl,
Isobelle Harding, Aisling Quinn and Conall Keane.
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